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REPORTEDLY “NO HONEY TRAP CASE” AS “RAMESH JARKIHOLI” COMPLAINT AND FIR 

DOES NOT “DISCLOSE” NAMES OF EXTORTIONISTS AND BLACK MAILERS”  

         
 

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: Bengaluru SIT Police is requested to act as per law many citizens. Citizens are  requesting  Police officers of Special investigation 

team to take necessary action as per law as per Section 376C of IPC in case of RT Nagar FIR  based on victim complaint. In case of Sadashivanagar FIR police need to file B report as the as 

complaint does not disclose the names of   Extortionist and Black mailer and this speaks volumes that no extortion case was made or no black mailing was done as no name was disclosed. First 

Information Report (FIR) need to be filed immediately upon receipt of complaints if the information disclosed the commission of a cognizable offence. In case of non-cognizable offences, the police do not have a right 

to investigate the complaint without the orders of the Court. However, complaint must be recorded and a receipt given at police station.The FIR does not disclose the following: The recording officer and the 

complainant should know to the extent possible, the 11 Ws while recording/reporting the FIR.   1. W - What information has come to convey.  2. W - In what capacity.  3. W - Who committed crime.  4. W - Whom 

against crime committed.   5. W - When (Time)     6. W – Where (Place)   7. W - Why (Motive)  8. W - Which way (actual occurrence) 9. W - Witnesses.  10. W - What was taken away.   11. W - What traces were left 

by the accused?. The recording officer should try to fix clearly the identity of accused, the P.Ws. and of the stolen property, This is one of the 8th wonder of Ramesh Jarkiholi  complaint and Sadashivanagar Police 

station FIR does not disclose  all 11 points which are essential ingredients of an FIR. The reportedly notice issued by SIT to few people  is illegal as per criminal law experts  . FIR does not disclose any crime and does 

not pertain to any accused as nothing is clear in FIR. No crime No accused No evidence No witness No action No FIR No Investigation warranted by SIT in respect of Sadashivanagar Police station FIR by SIT of 

Bengaluru Police .Few people against whom SIT has issued notice are not arrayed as accused in the said FIR and without FIR no investigation can be carried out by SIT. 

 

According to criminal law experts new amendment in 2013 under section 376 (C) of IPC person in power is barred to do Sexual intercourse with a woman even with her consent as Consensual 

intercourse by a person in power is crime under section 376 (C) as it is treated as non consensual intercourse even if it appears as consensual sex if woman files compliant and provides proof of 

intercourse and she appears to have met him seeking some favors’ to help her or he has promised to help her. Sexual intercourse with woman by person in power or public servant even with 

her consent should not go unpunished under section 376 (C) of IPC. Wherefore police need to file charge sheet after investigation in RT Nagar police station FIR and take necessary action as 

per law. In case of Sadashivanagar FIR police need to file B report as the as complaint does not disclose the names of Extortionist and Black mailer and this speaks volumes that no extortion 

was made or no black mailing was done as no name was disclosed. Bald FIR has no legal existence in extortion and black mail honey trap case. According to criminal law experts "Sexual 

intercourse with a woman above 18 years of age is rape if it is under any of the seven descriptions given in Section 375 of the IPC (non-consensual sexual intercourse) but under any 

circumstances person in power cannot take advantage of consensual sex provision under 376 (C) as consent obtained by person in power is not treated as consent at all. Consensual intercourse 

by a person in power is crime under section 376 (C) as it is treated as non consensual intercourse even if it appears as consensual sex. So accused cannot get benefit of consensual sex. “Person 

in power has certain public responsibilities cannot behave like ordinary person. Ordinary person can take advantage of consensual sex provision. 

 

What does the provision say?:Section 376C criminalizes sexual intercourse by a person in authority. It states that anybody in a position of authority or fiduciary relationship, who “abuses 

such position or fiduciary relationship to induce or seduce any woman either in his custody or under his charge or present in the premises to have sexual intercourse with him, such sexual 

intercourse not amounting to the offence of rape, shall be punished with rigorous imprisonment of either description for a term which shall not be less than five years, but which may extend to 

ten years, and shall also be liable to fine”.This means the provision criminalises the abuse of position by a person in authority, if he “induces or seduces” any woman to have sexual intercourse 

with him. It adds that “such sexual intercourse not amounting to the offence of rape”, would be punishable with imprisonment of five to 10 years, and a fine.Person in authority’ includes a 

public servant, a superintendent of a jail, remand home or any other place of custody, and the management or staff of a hospital.The provision was included through an amendment in 2013, 

on the basis of recommendations made by the Justice J.S. Verma committee after the 2012 Delhi gang rape case. 

 

Strict liability’ offence: According criminal law experts, the provision ensures that even with consent, such sexual intercourse would be punishable.“Section 376C was framed only with a view 

that people who are in authority or in a fiduciary relationship and indulge in sexual intercourse involving acts as mentioned in Section 375 A to D, even if with her consent, would be 

committing an offence under section 376 C and can be punished for five to 10 years,” .Criminal law experts pointed out that a similar provision exists in the Protection of Children from 

Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act . Section 376C, fixes “strict liability” on those in such positions of authority . The strict liability theory holds people responsible for injuries arising out of certain 

activities, no matter what the situation.We request Police officers of Special investigation team to take necessary action as per law as per Section 376C of IPC . The Jarkiholi compliant and 

FIR Sadashivanagar police station: Compliant does not disclose the names of Extortionist and Black mailer this speaks volumes that no extortion was made or no black mailing was done . The 

complaint is void abinatio. When complainant himself does not disclose Extortionist and Black mailer there is no case against anyone .Expert have said after study of several honey trap cases 

the complainants in such cases have named the Extortionist and Black mailer without which compliant cannot be registered .  It is eight wonder how sadashinagar police have registered the 

case in seconds of it lodging and failed to register the FIR at RT Nagar despite a COMPLAINT was filed before the compliant of Sri Jarkiholi in Sadashivanagar .  

 

it is another 8th wonder When complainant himself does not disclose Extortionist and Black mailer then how the SIT got the names of Extortionist and Black mailer When complainant himself 

does not disclose Extortionist and Black mailer names .It is an attempt to derail the investigation and an attempt to destroy the evidences in case filed in RT Nagar by victim .Given the 

opportunity every rapist will make victim as black mailer and every case a honey trap case. This act would erode the credibility of even the genuine victims of sexual assault if allowed to be 

treated as honey trap case . If it was a honey trap person in power could have called Police and got arrested the woman. Before doing intercourse. After the proof is recorded and case is filed 

under 376C person in power cannot script the story of Honey trap and black mail. If the person in power was being black mailed he could have filed the extortion case when it happened and 

not after the complainant filed the case .After the intercourse rigor of 376(C) will apply and police should file charge sheet against accused.“ though acceptance of allurement is not justified 

and person in power can induce and seduce woman for sexual intercourse and to save from the criminal law the person in power should not be allowed to convert the case into honey trap and 

black mail case. Filing of extortion case does not give accused the opportunity to get clean chit to accused from the crime of under 376C and police cannot file B-Report . The complainant has 

water tight and airtight case against the accused as reportedly the accused has confessed to the crime and this attracted punishment under section 376 (C) of IPC.  

Wherefore police is requested and it needs to file charge sheet after investigation in this case and take necessary action as per law. The accused has filed a separate FIR where he has filed 

“Bald FIR” Compliant does not disclose the names of Extortionist and Black mailer this speaks volumes that no extortion was made or no black mailing was done and not able to adduce any 

evidence of any honey trap or black mailing or any evidence of payments made by accused to complainant and it needs further investigation. Both cases are different and need not be clubbed 

.Police need to handle both cases separately. Clubbing will defeat the justice and equity to complainant under section 376 (C) of IPC. Reportedly many citizens are  requesting  Police officers 

of Special investigation team to take necessary action as per law as per Section 376C of IPC. 

 

 

The Police has to publish every year the work they carry out or the information they create under 4(1) (a) (b) (c) every day ,but it did not published all the work carried out by the DC   under 

section 4(1) (a) (b) (c) (d)  of RTI Act 2005  and it has not provided citizens and opportunity to ask the reasons under section 4(1) (d)  . This information and reasons need to be provided to 

everybody  as per Guide on RTI  to Information Act 2005 published by the Government of India Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions Department of Personnel & Training 

(available here :http://rti.gov.in/RTICorner/Guideonrti.pdf) on page 12 and Para 9, following is stated: Providing Reasons for Decisions: The public authorities take various administrative 

and quasi-judicial decisions which affect the interests of certain persons. It is mandatory for the concerned public authority to provide reasons for such decisions to the affected persons. It 

may be done by using appropriate mode of communication .Attention is also invited towards the thread 'affected person ' under rti act.In fact, it can be said that "Affected" refers back to an 

action. The  "Affected Persons" are the ones who are affected by that action. The reasons need to be given to affected person and copy of that can be given to me under 2 f of RTI Act. The 

Police  office is THE PUBLIC AUTHORITY under obligation to provide information “PUBLICLY” under section 4(1) (a) (b) (c) (d). The state government and all its departments need to 

publish everything they do in year as per RTI Act 2005 and this need to be published every year and applicant asking information becomes easier to provide also to the applicant and 

Government becomes transparent . 

THE RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT, 2005 is an Act to provide for setting out the practical regime of right to information for citizens to secure access to information under the control of 

public authorities, in order to promote transparency and accountability in the working of every public authority.RTI Act provides transparency under Section 3 and  4(1) (a) (b) (c) and 2(f) of 

RTI Act 2005 and accountability under 4(1) (d) RTI Act 2005 as the PA will create information; or to interpret information; or to solve the problems raised by the applicants under the system 

and procedure as per listed Acts and rules regulations listed under 4(1) (a) (b) (c) every day and that can be cross cheeked by applicant by asking reasons under 4(1) (d) by the affected person 

and copy of the same can be given to any applicant under 2( f)  of RTI Act . Laws exist, simply put, to ensure the greater good for the greater number of people. This in turn ensures a fairly 

well organized and safe society. If people were not bound by laws, our society would be full of citizens doing what they most felt like doing (for their own needs and desires.) At the risk of 

sounding cliche, this would lead to anarchy. I agree that people will always act in their own best interest, and this is not likely to be in the best interest of the many.  There are some people who 

will act according to their own moral code, but even morality varies.  For the sake of the greater good and in order to reign in those who act without moral, we have laws.Laws exist because 

people are selfish and greedy and would steal from and kill each other if they could.  That, at least, is how most thinkers see the question.This is the answer given by political philosophers like 

Locke and Hobbes.  They wondered why people live in societies with laws and such.  They decided it was because societies without laws were places where people's lives were, in Hobbes' 

http://rti.gov.in/RTICorner/Guideonrti.pdf
http://www.rtiindia.org/forum/15335-rti-question-affected-person-under-rti-act.html
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words, "nasty, brutish and short."According to Locke, laws come about because people want their lives, liberties, and property to be protected. THE RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT, 2005 is an 

Act to provide for setting out the practical regime of right to information for citizens to secure access to information under the control of public authorities, in order to promote transparency and accountability in the 

working of every public authority.RTI Act provides transparency under Section 3 and  4(1) (a) (b) (c) and 2(f) of RTI Act 2005 and accountability under 4(1) (d) RTI Act 2005 as the PA will create information; or to 

interpret information; or to solve the problems raised by the applicants under the system and procedure as per listed Acts and rules regulations listed under 4(1) (a) (b) (c) every day and that can be cross cheeked by 

applicant by asking reasons under 4(1) (d) by the affected person and copy of the same can be given to any applicant under 2( f)  of RTI Act .RTI is a total problem solving mechanism and not just record providing 

tool.RTI will provide transparency under  4(1) (a) (b) (c)  and 2(f) of RTI Act  2005 every day and Accountability can be ensured under 4(1) (a) (b) (c)  (d) and 2(f) of RTI Act 2005  and this will reduces the 

corruption in every public authority . RTI Act is an Act to provide for setting out the practical regime of right to information for citizens to secure access to information under the control of public authorities, in 

order to promote transparency and accountability in the working of every public authority. The information under RTI Act is defined in, Section 2(f) of the RTI Act, which defines "information" under this Act, 

unless the context otherwise requires,- .(f) "information" means any material in any form, including records, documents, memos, e- mails, opinions, advices, press releases, circulars, orders, logbooks, contracts, 

reports, papers, samples, models, data material held in any electronic form and information relating to any private body which can be accessed by a public authority under any other law for the time being in force;". 

This act can be called as the “law of transparency and accountability” which acts as the citizen’s weapon to question and get  information related to the government’s functioning so that they can analyze its 

performance, and act accordingly.Information is essential for the efficient working of journalists and thus, the Right to Information (RTI) Act is one of the most useful legislations for a journalist.  

THE INFORMATION IS CREATED UNDER RTI ACT 4(1) (a) (b) (c) 2005: And PA is obligated to provide this information created earlier and created every day and updated publicly and freely to all.Under 4 (1) 

(a) information is created before 2005 is computerized : The public authorities were functioning since before RTI ACT 2005 Under 4 (1) (a) they need to computerize the all available records and catalogues and  

make them available in digital or electronic format on electronic network. PA is obligated to provide this information publicly and freely.Under 4 (1) (b) information is created every day: The public approaches 

every day with request letters and applications and grievances to public authorities .The public authorities  functions  every day and they create information on the request letters and applications and grievances to 

public authorities as per organizational function and duties and as per the norms set by it for the discharge of its functions;  and as per the rules, regulations, instructions, manuals and records, held by it or under its 

control or used by its employees for discharging its functions and as per the  powers and duties and procedures followed in decision making process including channels of supervision and accountability as per  the 

rules, regulations, instructions, manuals and records ; under 4 (1) (b).The PA must declare publicly and provide information publicly and free of cost in respect of   (iii) the procedure followed in the decision making 

process, including channels of supervision and accountability; (iv) the norms set by it for the discharge of its functions; (v) the rules, regulations, instructions, manuals and records, held by it or under its control or 

used by its employees for discharging its functions; (vi) a statement of the categories of documents that are held by it or under its control; (vii) the particulars of any arrangement that exists for consultation with, or 

representation by, the members of the public in relation to the formulation of its policy or implementation thereof; (viii) a statement of the boards, councils, committees and other bodies consisting of two or more 

persons constituted as its part or for the purpose of its advice, and as to whether meetings of those boards, councils, committees and other bodies are open to the public, or the minutes of such meetings are accessible 

for public; (ix) a directory of its officers and employees; (x) the monthly remuneration received by each of its officers and employees, including the system of compensation as provided in its regulations; (xi) the 

budget allocated to each of its agency, indicating the particulars of all plans, proposed expenditures and reports on disbursements made; (xii) the manner of execution of subsidy programmes, including the amounts 

allocated and the details of beneficiaries of such programmes; (xiii) particulars of recipients of concessions, permits or authorizations granted by it; (xiv) details in respect of the information, available to or held by it, 

reduced in an electronic form; (xv) the particulars of facilities available to citizens for obtaining information, including the working hours of a library or reading room, if maintained for public use; (xvi) the names, 

designations and other particulars of the Public Information Officers; The above information created by everyday by PA need to be updated and put on electronic network every year as updated information.Under 4 

(1) (c) information is created by PA: The PA need to publish all decisions and policies and relevant facts which affects public.The Accountability is checked by public under 4 (1) (d): The citizens who are affected by 

decisions made under RTI ACT 4(1) (a) (b) (c) can seek reasons for their administrative and quasi judicial decisions .PA can provide reasons to affected person and copy of such reasons can be provided to anybody 

under 2(f) of RTI Act. Public is fully authorized to ask how and why and under what rules and regulations such decision is arrived at under 4(1) (a) (b) (c) of RTI ACT 2005  using 4 (1) (d).An RTI application can 

force the PA to create information on his application to PA under 4(1) (a) (b) (c) of RTI ACT 2005  and at the same time he can check the information whether it is provided as per 4(1) (a) (b) (c) of RTI ACT 2005  by 

invoking 4 (1) (d) of RTI Act 2005.And whereas democracy requires an informed citizenry and transparency of information which are vital to its functioning and also to contain corruption and to hold Government 

and their instrumentalities accountable to the governed. 

    

 

  

 

 

 

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE’ 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, 

D.C. Office, Corporation, K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, 

which may be have been pending for months, and years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our online news daily web 

portal and try to help you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 
M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist  and Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476   E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com  propertypolitics@gmail.com msyatnatti@gmail.com, sunnytimes.in@gmail.com, 

 

 


